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Life Drops
Metabolize fats, carbohydrates and amino acids. Life Drops is 
formulated to provide the best overall benefits of any know cellular 
energy complex sold within the industry.

•Aids Weight Loss
•Increases Cellular Energy
•Supports Weight Loss

Iaso® Life Drops Thiamin

Vitamin B5 (Pantothenic Acid)

Vitamin B6

NiacinActive Ingredients
Vitamin B12

Biotin

As dieters consume fewer calories, they often cite 
fatigue as a side effect. Total Life Changes® has 
engineered this breakthrough product to support 
weight loss goals and increase energy on a cellular 
level. 

Life Drops is an all-new cellular energy complex 
designed to be used in combination with Iaso® 
Resolution. This dietary supplement is taken daily to 
support weight loss while implementing a suggested 
1200-calorie diet.

Life Drops is formulated with vitamin B12, which 
has one of the largest and most elaborate 
chemical structures of all the vitamins. This 
vitamin is essential for blood cell formation and 
supports metabolic health within the body. 

Biotin works with the B-Vitamins to convert 
carbohydrates into glucose and then convert 
glucose into ATP energy. 

Thiamin is responsible for many enzymatic 
processes that lead to the growth and 
development of body cells. This vitamin is needed 
to form adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the 
molecule that all cells can use as an energy source. 

Vitamin B5 works in conjunction with the other B 
vitamins to produce energy from food. It is also 
critical to the production of red blood cells and 
aids in the breakdown of fats and carbohydrates. 

Niacin aids the body in improving circulation, 
suppressing inflammation and converting food 
carbohydrates to glucose, which is the most easily 
used source of energy. 

Vitamin assists in the absorption of vitamin B12, 
which works with eight other B vitamins to provide 
the body with more energy in the form of glucose. 

All of these active ingredients work synergistic-
ally to bring you a unique complex that works on a 
cellular level to boost your energy and metabolism 
as you accomplish your weight loss goals.


